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Student Senate begins plans for 2007-08
Student Senate Will
hold a summer
orientation and
retreat for the first
time ever
By Leslie Perales

CVL idtUr m Chttj
Student Senate may begin to
plan fur the 21)07-08 school year,
now that the new cabinet members
have been chosen
The cabinet elections took place
in late April Senior Frank Foster
was chosen as Student Senate
President for the second year in a
now.
“I'm encouraged," Foster
said of the new senate "The new
year means a kit of work, but I'm
encouraged by the election process
We showed up for that tint meeting
and I think we re going to have a
strong team for the lint part of the
year.”
Bob Stoll, director of student
life, said while most presidents
have to folkiw in someone!
footsteps, the 2007-08 school year
will not be the same, as Foster is a
seasoned president
“Last year was an exceptional
year," Skill said. “1 think the senate
I AY
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did a lut to restore then reputation on
campus It s really leading the way
this year to continue that direction
of leadership on campus "
Jason Muller was chosen as
executive vice president of senate
fur the upcoming year.
“I’m very excited for senate
this year," Muller said "Both
our incoming new people as well
as veteran members could very
well be the best Senate we have
had in a while Our leadership is
overall strong and experienced,
and I believe this will be a big
year for Senate to become a more
prominent part of the University as
sveil as Student life."
Muller hopes to work out an
event planning committee to help
get more students involved with
the planning of events such as
Presidents' Ball
‘The planning ofPresidents ’ Ball
look loo much out of the executive
vice president — probably one
reason I saw the position not being
utilized fully." Muller said The
EVP is not meant to be a program
coordinator, but to be a resource to
senate Presidents' Ball rendered
the EVP unable to do much else
from September to February, which
is unfair to the body and especially
the President."
The Campus Life Board met

m groups to decide where Student
Life funds would go and the final
Student Life Fund budget was
finalized in April. Although senate
depleted the 2006-07 reserve
account m February, the Finance
Committee is working on ways to
better notify student organizations
of the reserve account balance
The Finance Committee also
created a separate reserve account
fur organizations wanting to attend
conferences
"We have a separate reserve
fund so that any conference an
organization chooses to go to will
have to have approval from the
Appropriations Subcommittee.”
said Autumn Trombka, new
Vice President of the Finance
Committee
The
Appropriations
Subcommittee consists of students
who are not on senate, but help to
give input During the academic
year the committee hears reserve
requests from student organizations
and makes recommendations
when the requests are more than
SIOjOOO

There
will
be
three
Appropriations meetings during
the summer. Trombka said. The
first week of the fall 2007 semester
the Finance Committee and
Appropriations Subcommittee will
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2007-08 Cabinet
The following students
were chosen for the
2007-08 Student Senate
Cabinet Elections were
held in late ApriL

Student Senate PraUnt

Frank Foster
Executive Vice Praddent

Jason Muller
Vice Protdent of Senate
Resource Committee

Josh HUbrand
Vice Praideut of Finance

Autumn Trombka

0007

Vice President of Campus
Affairs Committee
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meet to prioritize funds, she added
Foster said he looks to begin
another campaign similar to Battle
of the Valleys, to be held during
the winter 2008 semester, to raise
money for the Student Legacy
Campaign The campaign provides
scholarships, equipment and helps
fund special projects fur GVSU
"I'm always excised about a
new year and the leadership who's
there." Stoll said “It's always
exciting when you get that sense of
leadership Frank is working hard
to get a summer orientation and
retreat together ”
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Vice Preddenl of
Educational Affairs
Committee
Katie Cron

Vice President of
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The inside scoop
on money
and business

Learning how to trade
By Gregg Dimkoff

GVSU Finance Department
Setdman School of Bustnett
Q: How can 1 learn
about investing and the
stock market?
A: A good stan would
be to visit the Web site
http://www.fool.com. This
site was started by two
brothers whose goal was
to educate people about
the workings of the stock
market and investing
Once you have entered
the site, click on the Fool's
School option on the dark
blue bar running across the
page. You then will have
access to thirteen short
lessons about investing as
well as tips about getting
started It doesn't get much
easier or better than this.
You also can look around
the fool.com site to find
other useful information
about all sorts of related
personal finance topics.
It's interesting to note
that the brothers weren’t
financial advisors prior
to starting their company.
One had worked for Louis
Rukeyser's Wall Street
newsletter while the other
had an undergraduate
degree in English from
Brown University. Yet their
advice is widely respected,
and in the viewpoint of
most finance profs, correct.
Q: I'm about to
graduate with $64,448 of
student loans (I'm not a
GVSU student). I've just
accepted a job paying
$25,000 in cash plus free
housing and utilities and
am concerned about being
able to pay back my loans.

m
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Some units inclu

all utilities

Walk out townhouses
Washers & Dryers In every unit
Less than 2 miles from campus

DSL available in ALL unitsl

Visit us on the web <s> GVTownhouses.com

Call 8954001

Can you tell me how much
I will owe each month?
A: In your question,
which I edited for brevity,
you mentioned you are
paying several different
interest rates with an
average of about 5.5%. If
you repay your loans over
ten years, your monthly
payment will be $699 per
month If you pay them
over 20 years, the monthly
payment falls to $443.
You can even go as long
as 30 years, reducing the
payment to $366. There is
even an option for paying
only interest the first two
years
Overall, paying $699
per month might be a
stretch given your income.
After all. the first year out
of college usually is an
expensive year, especially
for you since you will need
extra money for things like
furniture and new clothing.
My recommendation is to
choose the 20 year period.
Once you consolidate, you
can pay off the loan early
when your income allows.
You can go to http://
www.federalconsolidation.
org/eligible.htm to
check out the rules for
consolidating loans.

Gregg Dimkoff is
a finance professor in
the Seidman College
of Business. He is a
Certified Financial Planner
and a Chartered Life
Underwriter. Questions
for Professor Dimkoff may
be sent to dimkoffg@gvsu.
edu or to The Lanthorn
(Lanthorn® gvsu.edu).
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GVSU's 41st commencement split for the first time

Mews in Brief
By Alicia Wireman and
Leslie Perales
Human rights lawyer Ababu
Namwamba visits GV5U

GVl. staff

Ababu
Namw&mba.
a
Human Rights lawyer will
present “Why a Stable Africa
ii Good for the USA" on July
10.
Namwamba is a leading
public interest attorney, wbo
specializes in international
human rights and constitutional
law. He is also a columnist
with the Sunday Standard
newspaper in Kenya.
He is currently the Chief
Counsel at the Chambers of
Justice, a top Public Interest
Foundation he founded in
2002. He also runs his own
legal practice.
In 2007 Namwamba will
make a debut in elective
politics as he seeks to join
Kenya’s Parliament in polls
scheduled for December.
Namwamba has a Master of
Laws Degree in International
Legal Studies from American
University’s
Washington
College of Law, a Bachelor
of Laws Degree from the
University of Nairobi and a
Diploma in Legal Practice
from the Kenya School of
Law.
The event will be held
from 6 to 8 p.m. in Loose more
Auditorium on GVSU’s Pew
Campus. For moreinformation,
contact Gerald Baraza at
beraldbaraza2000@ yahoo,
com.

The lights dimmed as a sea of graduates, swathed in
royal blue, tilled Van Andcl Arena to the procession of
"Pomp and Circumstance."
Grand Valley Stale University celebrated its 41st
commencement on Apnl 28. honoring more than 2,900
students with diplomas. For the first time in GVSU
history, two ceremonies were held to accommodate
the continued growth of the graduating class and their
families
Graduates from the Seidman College of Business,
the College of Community and Public Service. Padnos
College of Engineering and Computing, the College of
Health Professions and the Kirkhof College of Nursing
attended the morning ceremony.
“It was exciting." said Jen Hamgan. a graduate who
attended the 10 am. ceremony. “All of our hard work was
being rewarded and it was really awesome to sec friends
walk across the stage and receive their diplomas "
The afternoon ceremony delivered degrees to graduates
from the College of Education. College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences and the College of Interdisciplinary
Studies.
“Honestly, the actual event of walking across the stage
was a blur, everyone was rushing the graduates through
so fast. I barely knew what was happening." said Eric
Swanson, who received his degree at the 3 p.m. ceremony.
"Although it was nice to shake T-Haas’ hand and murmur
a little *T- HAAS' chant while I flew by him."
GVSU President Thomas J. Haas welcomed the guests
and addressed the graduates and tlieir achievements.

GVl / Wko4« S
The end of the road: Graduate Josh Brown receives hn diploma
from President Haas at Commencement Th« rs the first year GVSU
has held two separate commencements m order to accommodate
the increavng number of students

“A degree from Grand Valley keep* on giving." he
said “Your achievements will be rewarded for years to
come"
Haas announced a first time accomplishment for
GVSU and 33 students in the physical therapy program
The group was the first in the program to receive doctoral
degrees
Haas presented an honorary doctorate of public
service to David Van Andel. the chief executive officer
and chairman of Van Andel Institute Van Andel delivered
the morning commencement address He also serves as
Chairman of Idea Sphere. Inc and vice-chairman of The
Right Place Program
“Your dreams can grow larger than you," Van Andel
said, addressing the graduates. "(Dreams) can have a real
and positive impact on the world."
Martin J. Allen, Jr. received an honorary doctorate
of humane letters at the afternoon ceremony, where
he gave the commencement address. He serves as the
chairman emeritus and lifetime trustee of the Gerald R
Ford Foundation and also on the Grand Action Executive
Committee.
“You’re being sent on a journey to make a difference."
Allen said. “Your character will become your destiny."
Bridget Stang. a graduate at the afternoon ceremony,
said walking across the stage to shake Haas' hand was
exciting, but she is apprehensive about life after college.
“I feel extremely proud that I pushed through and did
it," Stang said. “I look back over the years and there were
definitely times when I just wanted to quit. Having those
hard times makes this experience that much sweeter,
however, at the same tune I’m kind of anxious about the
unknown that lies ahead."
See
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Assistant VP for
Business and
Finance named
By Michelle Hamilton

Medical professionals hold
disaster training at CHS

GVL Newt Editor

Health
professionals,
including
more
than
30
emergency
medical
responders, held a two-day
training session and mock
disaster on May 1 and 2.
The training session was
sponsored by Region 6 BioDefense Network Coalition,
and was held at GVSU’s
Cook-De Vos Center for Health
Sciences.
GVSU physician assistant
studies students played the
role of patients as faculty
and staff members observed
responders.
Kent County Emergency
Management.
Spectrum
Health and the City of Grand
Rapids also participated.

Jim Bachmeier and his
team of interviewers have
found the man they were
looking for.
When Bachmeier was
promoted to be Grand
Valley State University’s
vice president of Finance
and Administration earlier
this year, his former job
was split into two positions
— a budgeting director and a
business and finance director.
GVSU employee Jeff
Musser was promoted to
assistant vice president of
University
Budgets
and
Bachmeier led a search
committee to find an assistant
vice president of Business
and Finance.
The position was accepted
by Brian Copeland, who will
begin working with GVSU
staff at the end of May.
A former girls tennis
coach for East Kentwood
High School. Copeland said
his athletes who now attend
GVSU always speak very
highly of the university. He
has also heard a lot about the
university from his daughter
Liz who recently graduated
from GVSU
Copeland said his main
cheerleader for GVSU. and
the person who let him know
about the available finance
position, was Luanne Brown.
"She just kept telling me
what a great place it was to
work, and I trust her a great
deal." he said.
Brown has worked in
GVSU’s payroll department
since 2006. but for about nine
years she worked directly with
Copeland at Display Pack
“I just knew with his
personality and tus business
style that this is the type of
environment he would thrive
in." Brown said. "He has a
real passion for students."
For the past 18 yean
Copeland was the director of
finance and administration
for Display Pack, a packing
productions
company
Copeland said coming to
GVSU will be a big change,
but it is something he is ready
for.
Copeland said his career
goals have always been
simple
“I just want to be aware of
where I can help GVSU and
enhance the programs already
in place." he added. “GVSU
has a great staff and I’m
looking forward to getting to
know everybody."
Copeland siud he is a
sports enthusiast and is also
excited about working at a
school that has a good athletic
reputation
“I’m looking forward
to attending lots of GVSU
sporting events." he said
At the very least. Copeland

John C Kennedy Hall of
Engineering opens

The John C. Kennedy
Hall of Engineering is open
and the Padnos College of
Engineering and Computing
dean's office has moved
The office, previously
housed in Eberhard Center
room 710 is now in room 332
of Kennedy Hall.
The School of Engineering
has moved from Eberhard
Center room 718 to room 136
in Kennedy Hall.
Phone numbers for both
offices will stay the same.
Nonprofits found to have
large impact on economy

The Community Research
Institute at the Dorothy
A.
Johnson Center for
Philanthropy and Nonprofit
Leadership
at
GVSU
conducted studies of the impact
of nonprofit organizations on
the economy in Kent, Ottawa.
Muskegon and Newaygo
counties.
The economic impact of
nonprofits is estimated at $2.2
billion in Kent County. $630
million in Ottawa County,
$383 million in Muskegon
County and $163 million in
Newaygo County
Researchers for the study
used data from a number of
sources, including the IRS. the
U.S. Department of Commerce
and the U.S. Department of
Labor,
More information on the
reports can be found at http://
www. chdata. org/publ icat ions.
or by contacting Maria
Gajewski at (616)331-7238.
Campus Health Center
summer hours

Summer hours at the
Campus Health Center began
ia on April 30.
The Center will be open
Monday through Thursday
from 9 a m until 4:30 p.m.
and will b closed on Fridays
until August 24.
In addition, the office will
be closed from June 29 until
July 8.

s
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Room for more: Expansions to GVSU's campus are underway this summer with construction on many buildings Construction is taking place on Mackinaw Had. just
South of Lake Ontario Hall, the Kirkhof Center and additional recreation facilities are being built near the fieldhouse

Construction underway
The construction of four large projects on GVSU’s Allendale Campus began in April
By Leslie Perales

GVl. Editor in Chief

While Grand Valley State University is
well-known for its sprawling green lawns,
mounds of dirt and construction equipment
also litter the campus
Construction began in late Apnl on four
large projects as well as vanous other small
projects and repairs
Large projects include the addition to
Kirkhof Center, the addition to Mackinac
Hall, the new Honors housing and the new
recreation facilities All projects are expected
to be finished in August of 2008.
"The projects are underway and going
very well." said James Moyer, assistant
vice president for Facilities Services.
"Contractors mobilization on site has gone
well. We arc stressing the importance of

making and keeping the construction sites in
good order."
Existing underground construction can
sometimes get in the way. but necessary
adjustments have been made. Moyer said.
The addition to Kirkhof Center will
house more space for student organizations,
meeting rooms, offices and a new Women’s
Center, while the addition to Mackinac Hall
will include offices, classrooms and a new
Geographical Information Systems lab
The new recreation facilities will be located
to the west of current athletics facilities on
the north end of campus. The building will
have three classrooms with movable walls,
a six-lane indoor track, training room. 100yard indoor turf field, student lockers and
showers
The new Honors housing is being
constructed to the south of Lake Ontario Hall

and to the east of Mark A Murray Living
Center. Two wings will house students, one
to the east and one to the west, with the
Honors College housing in the center The
building will include classrooms, faculty and
staff offices and an outdoor garden
The majority of the funding for the
projects has come from bonds, said Jim
Bachmeier, vice president of Finance and
Administration
“Historically, it has been state funds that
build academic facilities, student tuition
and fees build recreation, athletic, and
student life facilities, and user fees like
housing rents pay for dedicated facilities like
housing." Bachmeier said. “GVSU and other
universities in recent years have found that
state support for academic facilities hasn't
kept up with the academic building needs
See
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Administration reviews crisis response plans
Grand Valley
officials scrutinize
campus crisis plans
in the wake of
Virginia Tech
By Erik Westlund
GVL Assistant .Vnrs Editor

Grand Valley State University
President Thomas J Haas initiated
a review of the university’t safety
and crisis management plans
after the shootings at Virginia
Tech University in April.
Vice President for University
Relations
Matt
Me Logan.
GVSU’s
designated
crisis
response officer and chair of the
emersenev preparedness team, is

supervising the review
This is the second such
review the administration has
undertaken in recent months. The
first occurred following news of
a dorm room murder at Eastern
Michigan University
The
administration
was
satisfied with the current state of
the safety and crisis management
plans at that time The second
review is still
underway,
however Me Logan said his team
has already determined the plans
need some refinement at this
point
“Emergency
plans
are
designed for the conceivable
not
the
inconceivable,"
Me Logan said "And what
happened at Virginia tech was
indeed inconceivable, but it dW

\

happen "
Every safety plan must
be constantly reviewed to
be successful, and GVSU is
committed to doing so. he
added.
"We've had several meetings
to satisfy ourselves the plan is in
the kind of shape we want it to
be. and generally speaking we
think it is." McLogan said.
The plans need to be updated
and
the
recommendations
resulting from the ongoing
review have been passed on to
Haas and are already being acted
upon, he added
The first refinement would
allow administration to send
students notification of an
emergency via cellular telephone
text
messages.
voicemail

1

messages, e-mails or phone
calls to parents. Information
Technology
Director
Sue
Korzinek said.
The IT department is seeking
a solution from outside vendors
and has several meetings
scheduled, with a goal of
implementing a solution for the
beginning of the upcoming fall
semester, she added
Another tweak in procedure
calls for faculty and staff to
receive regular notifications of
updates to the safety and crisis
management plans
Additionally. Haas has asked
Provost Gayle Davis and Vice
Provost Bart Merkle to discuss
the crisis plan at freshman
orientation sessions and at
See
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Rapid tests hybrid-electric bus on route 50
The Rapid is
working on plans to
have GVSU students
help evaluate the
eco-friendly busses
By Leslie Perales

GVl Editor in Chief

In addition to the greenery
that comet during a Michigan
spring, two new hybrid-electric
Rapid busses are making the
Grand Valley State University
campuses a little greener
The vehicles, with their
offbeat green roofs, are running
on two routes. I and $0.
The Rapid is working out
a joint venture with GVSU
for the project. If the proposal
goes through, students in the
engineering program will be
helping to assess the busses.
“The GVSU students are
going to be doing an evaluation
of the hybrid busses,** said
Norm Christopher, director
of GVSU’s
Sustainability
Initiative. “That to me is going
to provide a lot of opportunity
to really understand the true
community impact. I think

it will be an opportunity to Not only are they torqued
compare what we’re doing differently, which makes them
with other cities too.**
well-suited for slower speeds
The busses will run on a and frequent stops, but the
short route (I) and a long quiet vehicles also cut down
distance route (SO) and then on noise pollution
compared to each other.
“One of the concerns is
Christopher said. In addition, from people who are disabled.”
two new standard busses have Christopher said. “Some of the
been purchased to run on the students may usually hear the
same routes. These will be bus coming but can’t see it.
compared to the hybrid-electric These are so quiet (riders) may
busses. Christopher said.
not know (the bus) is there.”
"What we want is to have
The
partnership
with
this analysis done so that we the Rapid is a successful
can have a very clear picture of sustainable
transportation
how these busses are operating story. Christopher said.
and what they mean to our
“(The busses) certainly are
system in terms of emissions very noticeable, they have a
and fuel savings.” said Jennifer little different body style.”
Kalczuk. external relations Kalczuk said. “They’re much
manager for the Rapid
smoother and they are quieter.
The vehicles have a smaller The feedback that we've
diesel engine and an electric heard so far has all been very
drive system. The diesel motor positive.”
is used for cruising and higher
The
vehicles
were
speeds, while the electric drive purchased for $325,000 each,
system is used for accelerating said Jim Fetzer. director of
at lower speeds and slowing development for the Rapid.
down. When the brake is in use, More than $200,000 than the
the bus generates electricity, cost of a standard bus.
replenishing the battery for
“Three
more
(hybridfuture use.
electric busses) are on order
But
the
hybrid-electric that we will take up on delivery
busses are more than fuel later this year.” Fetzer said.
friendly. Christopher said. “We're doing this as a pilot

GVl f Kefty

Environmentally friendly! A new hytond-etectric bus is running on the SO route for campus The Rapid is using this route
to test how the bus performs

to see if this is an avenue we
want to take in the future."
No matter what the outcome
of the trial, the Rapid will
keep all five hybrid-electric
busses. Fetzer said. Any 40-

foot vehicles purchased must
be used for at least 12 years or
350,000 miles, he added.
"They have been used in
other locations successfully
but our operating environment

is unique and we want to see
how they operate, and if there
is indeed significant savings,
we will consider purchasing
more for the future.” Fetzer
said.

Colts Coach Dungy makes a visit to GR
Tony Dungy, coach
of the Indianapolis
Colts spoke at
the Mentor West
Michigan Sports
Awards
By Erik Westlund
GH Assistant News Editor

Keynote speaker, and coach
of the Super Bowl champion
Indianapolis Colts, Tony Dungy
brought more than 1,450 people
to the Mentor West Michigan
Sports Awards Monday at the
DeVos Place
The attendance was more
than double any of the previous
nine West Michigan Sports
Awards. This was the first year
the awards teamed up with
Mentor West Michigan.
Dungy, a native of Jackson.
Mich, flew into Grand Rapids
after work in the afternoon
and flew back to Indianapolis
immediately following the event
for Tuesday morning practice.
“This is a special, special
event for me," Dungy said. “It's
one that I wouldn't have missed
for the world."
Audience members donated

$125 per ticket and $1,000
per table and bid more than
$8,000 on silent auction items.
All proceeds raised will go to
Mentor West Michigan to find
mentors for young people in the
West Michigan area.
Awards where presented to
23 individuals, teams and others
sports figures from the West
Michigan area. Grand Valley
State University's football team
was honored as co-winner of
team of the year The honor was
shared with the West Michigan
Whitecaps baseball team.
GVSU head football coach

Chuck Martin said his team was
honored to be involved with the
night’s events.
"There is no one that believes
in mentoring more than coaches,
at any level." he added
Executive
Director
of
Mentor West Michigan. Roy
Clark, announced a campaign
at the conclusion of the awards
dinner calling for 2,000 men to
volunteer to mentor by 2010.
West Michigan Sports Awards
Chairman Mitch Lyons said he
was honored to team up with
Mentor West Michigan.
“The only way we are going to

make permanent positive change
in the lives of this area’s children
is through mentoring them,” he
said. “These kids are hurting out
there. Kids without fathers, kids
without mothers, kids without
positive relationships in their
lives, and its not just an urban
problem."
Bruce Boman. coordinator of
the local mentoring organization
Mars-Bros,
encourages
upperclassman at all area
universities to become involved
in the lives of the area's young
people.
“We usually push juniors

and seniors because they are
more mature in their decision
making,” he said. "These kids
could really benefit from the
social experience of college
students The youth wants to
know what college is all about,
other than academics ”
James Bnggs. a 2005
Psycholog) graduate of GVSU.
became involved with MarsBros during a post-graduation
internship in 2006 Being a
mentor is just as rewarding for
him as it is for the high school
student he mentors, he said.
“Basically it’s just being a

friend, being someone they can
talk to." he said "It's just like
having a younger friend.”
Dungy said mentors can
benefit young people with stable
family backgrounds as well, by
reiterating what they learn from
their parents — something he
had the benefit of from the time
he was a young student through
his days playing in the National
Football League.
“Those people really did make
it all possible by shaping me by
guiding me." he said “Today I
realize how lucky I was to have
those mentors in my life."

Your
Ad
Here
call us.
(6V6) 331 2460

Kennedy opens

Dean of the Padnos College of Engineering
and Computing, Paul D. Plotkowski (right),
and Profes$or Charlie Standridge (left)
$tand in front of the stairway of the new
John C. Kennedy Hall of Engineering. Thi$
new building i$ located on the downtown
Grand Rapids campus, attached to the
Eberhard Center.
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Graduation

GV alumni remember Lockerd
Professor Ben
Lockerd was
chosen to receive
the Outstanding
Educator Award
By Erik Westlund
GVL Assistant Newt Vditar

Grand Valley Stale University
English professor Ben Lockerd has
been selected as the latest recipient
of the Outstanding FAnrainf
Award.
Lockerd was honored dunng the
April 28 afternoon commencement
ceremony and at a banquet the night
before at the Alumni House
The award is given out at the
conclusion of each fall and winter
semester by the Alumni Association
Alumni are eligible to nominate
professors for the award five years
after graduation and an Alumni
Association panel determines the
most deserving candidate
Lockerd said the award is
especially gratifying because it
means his students remember the
impact he had on their academic
careers years after graduation
“It's a tremendous honor to get
an award that comes horn your
students." he said. “They are the
ones that know your teaching
better than anybody, they had to sit
through a lot of my classes "
Sarah Whitehead, a 2003 GVSU
graduate was one such student
She said she was compelled to
attend Lockerd'» banquet because
his teaching methods gave her
a uniquely gratifying classroom
experience.
"Engaging students for their
opinions on the course and

Construction
continued from page A3

and have found it necessary
to use tuition and operating state
appropriations to build academic
facilities."
So far. major facilities such as
the library continue to be financed
by state capita] outlay funds, he
added
Because the facilities being
constructed include all three types

continued from page A3

Kevin Higgs, a graduate at
the morning ceremony, said
he will miss the friends he has
made at GVSU
“1 will also miss being in
the student section for Laker
football." he said
Two awards recognizing
a distinguished alumna and
an
outstanding
educator
were presented follow mg the
commencement speeches
Gail L. Freeman, founder
of Freeman
Philanthropic

leaching methods and then actually
modifying the course accordingly is
a particularly unique characteristic
that you do not find in many
teachers." the said
Lockerd said being honored
at the commencement ceremony
was a great honor, but was also a
humbling experience.
That was intimidating to stand
up in front of all the students who
woe graduating that day and lo
stand up in front of my colleagues,
many of whom are better teachers
than L” he tuud. “It’s a hole
humbling because you realize that
there are many people standing in
front of you that should be getting
the award loo "
Lockerd has been teaching
English at GVSU since 1982. when
he hired in as an adjunct professor.
He is now a tenured professor who
has taught mure than 30 different
courses and is the director of the
newly funned Master's m English
program
Lockerd said he can hardly
imagine doing anything but
teaching English, something he
realized he wanted to do while
spending two yean in the Army
during Vietnam.
“It was very early in that time
that I realized I had always been
called to teach English.” he said.
The English department, and the
campus in general, have changed
drastically during Lockerd-s time
at GVSU
“It was a much smaller ind a
lot less positive place when 1 came
here,” he said. “Gradually people
came to realize that Grand Valley
was a very successful university ”
Grand Valley's success can
be attributed to reorganizing into
a more traditional university
structure after starting out with

many experimental programs.
Lockerd added
“It's hard lo imagine that it was
ever anything but growth, but in the
70s Grand Valley really struggled."
he said
The English department has
changed over the same period
of time from a department of
generalists to a department of
specialists, he added
“It’s a good dung, but it makes
me kind of miss die old days when

I got to teach courses that I don’t
get lo anymore," Lockerd said
His secret lo good teaching is
lo love his students and remember
that he is here lo serve them, a task
that can be very difficult, Lockerd
said
"But fortunately for me. my
students here at GVSU have
been quite lovable." he said 4 his
banquet “I thank them fur making
my work a great joy "

of facilities — housing, recreation
and student life enhancements and
an academic building addition —
the primary source of funding for
the projects is bonds.
“The bonds related to student
housing will be repaid from
future housing rents from the
new facilities." Bachmeier said
’The bonds for the recreational
facilities, student life, and the
academic classroom building will
be repaid from general funds.

primarily from tuition and state
operating appropriations
Construction will continue
throughout the 2007-08 school
year. While the bus stop near the
Kirkhof Center has been moved to
the south side of the parking lot,
students will not face any changes
during the year. Moyer said
“When you start several major
projects at the same time, there is
surprise when the fences began
to be erected." Moyer said. “We

can show pictures, but until you
see the actual work, the size is
unknown ."
Funding for a new library was
approved by the Michigan House of
Representatives and Senate in late
2006, but was then vetoed as stale
budget problems grew. Bachmeier
said The project is likely to come
up for funding again after the state
budget is balanced, and should be
funded with stale capital outlay
funds. Bachmeier added.

Security
continued from page A3
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Giving his all: Professor Ben Lockerd ir was chosen to receive the Outstancfcng
Educator Award The recipient of the award is chosen by GVSU alumni

meetings
with
newly
appointed faculty
“I am confident m the
soundness of our overall
plan and of the skills of the
Grand Valley staff who have
important, assigned roles to
discharge in the event of a
crisis." Haas said m an e mail
lo faculty and staff
Director of the GVSU
Counseling
and
Career
Development Center Barbara
Palombi said students at
orientation
sessions
have
expressed concerns about safety
on campus since the shootings
at Virginia Tech
The counseling center is
in the process of developing

Bachmeier
continued from poge A3

said he is going to purchase
season tickets for football
From of a list of more than
60 candidates who mailed
in their resumes, only about
eight were granted interviews
for the assistant vice president
position The search committee
conducted interviews locally,
in eastern Michigan and in
California.

tmWom

Services, was honored as
Distinguished Alumna. She
earned a bachelor ’s degree in
public administration from
GVSU in 1978, and remains an
advisory committee member for
GVSU's Dorothy A Johnson
Center for Philanthropy and
Nonprofit Leadership
Benjamin G. Lockerd. Jr.,
professor of English at GVSU
since 1984. was given the
Outstanding Educator Award
Lockerd is the current president
of the T.S Eliot Society

a brochure to inform faculty
how to deal with threatening
students, and have behavioral
teams in place that meet weekly
to discuss students that may be
in need of an intervention
"I think we have really
worked hard to have an
effective system to handle
student mental health crisis
and to educate the faculty and
staff." Palombi said. “That is
our continued commitment "
The best safety plans and
resources for dealing with
threatening students cannot
stop an individual determined
to commit a violent act. she
added It takes an entire campus
community willing to notify
administration of student who
may be under distress.
After a few months of
searching. Bachmeier and his
search team decided to offer the
position to Copeland because
he has the best combination of
skill and experience. Bachmeier
said
“I am confident we selected
the best applicant and that
Bnan will be a great addition
to the university community."
Bachmeier said “He believes in
our student-focused mission."
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Saving you cash on your new and used textbooks and a whole lot more!

Check
us out
this
semester!

0vXact
for yourr'r|

textbook
reservation
form

Located
next
to the
Water-Tower.
deadline for reservations is Friday. August 11,2006

Ask an upperclassman. Brian's is the better bookstore.
4282 Pierce St.
Allendale, Ml 49401
616.892.4170
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In the wake of the shootings at Virginia
Tech administrators at GVSU have
taken the initiative to review and test
the campus crisis response plan. That is
something all schools across the nation
should be doing.
When student! move away to college they expect to
feel safe. After all. going to school is something they
have done for about 12 years already.
While incidents such as the shootings at Virginia Tech
are rare, it is important for schools around the nation to
take a closer look at their response plans to these types
of events.
Administrators at GVSU have taken quick action to
evaluate the crisis response plan and the safety of the
campus in response to the Virginia Tech shootings.
Some changes will be made immediately, including
discussing the crisis plan at freshman orientation
sessions and working with the Information Technology
department to develop protocols for sending urgent
messages. The Counseling and Career Development
Center is working on ways to offer assistance to
any member of the campus community who may be
experiencing mental health issues.
Other changes will be made after further evaluation.
The incident at Virginia Tech is being reviewed by a
special state commission, and GVSU will analyze its
own crisis response plan again after that report is issued.
GVSU President Thomas J. Haas has asked that these
changes be implemented as soon as possible. He has also
asked the appropriate staff members, including those at
the Department of Public Safety, to periodically conduct
tests and drills to review plans.
The shootings at Virginia Tech took place at two
separate campus locations. After the first shooting,
which took place in a dormitory, officials at the school
decided not to cancel classes for the day. Shortly after,
the second shooting happened in a hall where classrooms
were located.
The event made students and parents around the nation
question the safety of their schools. Testing, reviewing
and updating crisis response plans may not only comfort
anxious students and parents, but could also help save a
life.
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How will gas prices affect your summer plans?

*1 won't be driving my 86
Cutlass anymore because
it's a V8, I'll be driving my
junky Honda. And I'll be
playing volleyball more
locally instead of going to
Grand Haven "

'They really don't because
I live downtown. When I
have to shop or anything
I usually don't have to go
very far. The prices haven't
changed so much that it's
going to cost me much
more"

'It's definitely going to stop
me from traveling. It makes
it harder, especially being a
college student.*

‘I'm not going to be driving
unless it's a necessity, like
work, and I'll use the bus
routes'

Nathan Kamp
junior. Business Economics

David Welch
Senior. Geography and History

Juan Zackery
Senior, History and Secondary
Education

Patina Moss
Senior, Accounting

GVL STUDENT OPINION

A quickly disintegrating America
By Gary Nye

The student-run newspaper of Grand Valley State University

Editorial Page Board
Leslie Perales
Brandon Watson
Michelle Hamilton

Editor in Chief
Managing Editor
News Editor

“Honestly, the actual event of walking
across the stage was a blur, everyone was
rushing the graduates through so fast, I
barely knew what was happening."
Eric Swanson
GVSU graduate who walked in the
afternoon commencement on April 28

GVL Columnist
I am sitting on a couch
in rural Holland. Mich.,
wondering what the possible
threat of a terrorist attack
could be. This type of thing is
important. This type of thing
happens all the tune. I dunk
So I channel surf to CNN
because this is the best, least
biased, news source It is
always important and always
accurate I always take my
news, without sugar, from
CNN when I wake up in (he
morning
I'm dunking, no, I'm
assuming, we’re at code
yellow, code orange, or code
magenta, I don't even know
die codes anymore
CNN then tells me that
America is in a state of
disarray The way the anchor
frets over the most recent

GVL Columnist

The ultimate foal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page i> to
stimulate diacuuion and action on
topic* of interest to the Grand Valley
Community
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcome* reader viewpoint* and offer*
three vehicle* of expression for reader
opinion* letter* to the editor. gue*t
column* and phone retponae*
Letter* must include the author *
name and be accompanied by current
picture identiAcabon if dropped off
m penon. Letter* will be checked
by an employee of the Grand Valley
Lanthom
Letter* appear a> apace permit*
each issue The limit for letter length

I

is one page, tingle spaced
The editor reserve* the right to edit
and coodense letter* and columns for
length restriction* and clarity
All letter* must be typed
The Grand Valley Lanthom will
not be held responsible for error*
that appear in print a* a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or email typographic errors
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reason*
file content, information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent those of
the university, it* Board of Trustees,
officers. faculty and staff
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in third world countries?
Nobody is at war?
Clearly this celebrity gossip
is all that can fill the slot
between show A and show B
The ratings are incredible
Furthermore: America,
what is wrong with you?
Don't bother defending
yourself. I know the answer.
Scanning the shelves in the
grocery check-out line, I
read the important headlines:
‘Spears Goes Crazy"Hilton
Parties With Lohanr "Hilary
Duff Dates B-List Star!’’
Apparently everybody
forgot that dus country is
currently fighting another
country Apparently everybody
forgot our economy is
suffering. But hey. who cares, I
love celebrity gossip
So in case you were
following news that isn’t
important let me update you on
what b important Pans Hilton

is gotng to jail. Miss Spears
shaved her melon, Lindsay
Lohan has been in and out
of half a dozen rehabilitation
centers, and George Clooney’s
pig. Max. died
This is important news
to America and obviously
important to you and L
At some point in time,
it will likely be some attack
akin to September 11th, 2001,
and maybe it will be in some
other country and so on. I
will turn on my television and
there will be some news on
Justin Timberlake's breakup
with some celebrity or the
amputation of Tom Cruise's

leg
However, a small ticker
will run at the bottom of
my screen telling me of dus
disaster. I will not care about
this event, though — the real
shocker lies widun CNN’s
coverage of Vs WrrkJ\ articles.

Reality sets in when money is involved
By Michael Knopf

GVL OPINION POLICY

tragedy, I assume the president
of my beloved country has
been assassinated by the next
John Wilkes Booth. She 's in
some sort of cacophonous
fit over the aforementioned
tragedy. She is in quite the
tizzy, so I watch intently
A few minutes ui and I
realize that dus is a joke A
very funny joke. So here is the
joke as delivered by an anchor
stationed in Los Angeles: Pahs
Hilton is going to jail.
Oh. CNN, what is wrong
with you?
Is there nothing going on
in dus country, in the planet,
worthy of your broadcast?
Because you are reporting
on this devastating event
involving Paris Hilton I can
then assume that all is safe and
sound throughout the world?
Civil war in Africa has
ceased ? There is no longer a
need to save starving children

I’m relatively new to the
reality show dung
Far yean I refined to watch
any of them and was quite
proud of my ignorance I can
remember back when I was
in high school, and over the
school intercom students were
debating who the next person
to he voted off “Survivor'’
would be. I stood up in the
middle of class enraged
“Don’t you pathetic sheep
realize reality show* ve
nothing but cheaply produced
corporate fodder for potato
heads like yourselves9 Marti
my words - reality shows
wont last'" I said m my
nasally preadolescent voice.
Needless to say I had
few friends m high school.
rrwfimalrlv I went In mllrvr

bought some clothes from
Abercrombie and started
watching reality shows
It hurt me to admit it but
they were entertaining They
are the perfect kind of thing
to watch when you don’t
want to think about anything
Unfortunately I carl help but
think when I watch dumb
television and it wasn't long
before I noticed something
sinister
I had just watched a
sobbing contestant on
"American Idol" beg the
judges to let her stay on the
show saying something tike,
Tve spent months practicing
for this show, and (tus is my
last chance for success!”
I asked my fnends why she
couldn't just start singing at
weddings and become famous
with hard work like I assumed
rvrrv other musician in hiwnrv

had. The response I got was
people want instant success
and fame without the hard
work. It’s the American dream
Well duh, right9 Who
wouldn't like a cool million
dollars instantly9 Can you
imagine a contestant refusing
to swim in a tub of worms
saying. “No thanks. Jack. I
think HI keep my dignity and
work hard for a few yean and
then retire to a life of leisure
in Patagonia where I will raise
horses and drink scotch.”
But wait, wasn't (hat
really the American dream9
I remember 1 read this book
by Benjamin Franklin where
he said, ‘There are no gams
without paint" and “Earty to
bed and earty to rise is a better
life than selling your balls for
cash"
That’s the attitude that
America was huih on

That was the old America,
though. I dunk something
changed between then and
now — but I don't think it
was because people back then
really liked working hard
They just didbi't have a choice
People back then were the
same as people now It takes an
unusual person to turn down a
lot of money
Of course (here is a catch.
Money given is not the
same as money earned Jack
Whittaker was a normal,
successful business guy before
he won $315 million dollws on
the powerball lottery
Then his life goes to
shambles Attests, dead
relatives, robbers, legal threrty
you get the idea That»the cort
of the new American dream.
Pm sure it has something to
do wah television, but I cant
re*IK remrmlrt whal
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First GV student to

GVL DIGEST
I Laker Life in Brief

teach at local zoo

Applcationi being taken for
tyes ifw open

Students mtcRatcil in joung
the
pcer-cducabun
student
ucganiz-adm Eyes Wide Open
may obtain an appikabun from the
Women s Center.
The uqpmzabun helps to
educate the campus cummunty
an sexual assault in hopes of
ending if. Far mare nfcrmamxi,
contact Marlene Kowalski Braun
atkowakkjn4Vgvsu.edu

Colleen ZeefT
will be doing her
student teaching at
the John Ball Zoo
school this fall
By Michelle Hamilton

Rec Center summer hours

GVL Newt F.dttor

The summer hours for the Rec
Certre have begun
Monday/Wednesday 6:43 a.m
- 9:30 pm
Tuesday/Thursday g ajn 9:30 pm
Friday 6:45 tm - 7 pm
Saturday 10am -2pm
Sunday 10 am -2 pm
The pool will opm an May
19. Additionally, there will be no
open courts for basketball an the
fbllowng dales due to athletic
events
May 18 (evening only). May
19 and May 20.

Dressing professionally is out
of the question for Grand Valley
State University senior Colleen
Zeeff when she student teaches
this fall.
Tennis shoes and jeans will
be more appropriate for hiking
in the woods, building campfires
and rowing canoes with 60
Grand Rapids students who
attend school at the John Ball
Zoo School.
Zeeff is first student from
GVSU assigned to student
teach at the school in Grand
Rapids. The zoo school has
had student teachers during the
last 7-8 yean, but they have all
come from Calvin and Aquinas
colleges, said Dave Humphrey,
a teacher at the zoo school.
“The student teachcn that
we've had so far have been
spectacular." he said.

Intramural bovtfng nights
begin today at Faiifones

Students
interested
in
intramural bowling may compete
in men's and women’s divisions
for high game, high scare and high
average
Intramural competitions will be
held tonight. May 24.31 and June
7. with each begining at 9:30 pm
The cost is $6, which includes
shoes and three games of
bowling Participants win have the
opportunity to win a bowling ball
fnim Brunswick Bowling
The axnpetJtxxi will be held
at Fairtanes Bowling Center
in Grandville, Mich. Far mare
information, contact John Rosick
at rosickjofe gvsu.edu.

The school opened at John
Ball Zoo in the early 1970 s. but
shied away from student teachers
in the past because textbooks
are not a part of the curriculum
Humphrey has taught his classes
without books since 1982 The
only textbook the sixth-graders
use is for math, and the books
are only used occasionally.
“(Our program) is about
application." he said “It’s not
about teaching what's on page
one. page two and page three "
The zoo school students
engage in many more hands
on science activities than most
middle school science classes
"We write our own courses,
so the course content is very
strenuous." Humphrey said.
Dennis
Krctschman and
Humphrey's classes do indepth
group
projects on
forestry, astronomy and current
environmental issues. Their
students conduct what Humphrey
considers to be college-level
research projects and present
their findings in front of their
classmates during individual 15minute presentations.
"The students have to be hard
workers." he said.
Throughout
the
school
year, the students raise a tank
of salmon from the time they

arc eggs Last week, (lie class
released their fish into the Grand
River
Zeeff was assigned to work
with Krctschman. the only other
teacher at the zoo school, but
Humphrey said she will most
likely work in both classrooms
One of the benefits student
leathers get from working with
both classes is that they can teach
the same lesson plan twice.
"If some things don’t go well
with the first class they can do
them differently with the next
class,” Humphrey said
An integrated science major
with a minor in elementary
education. Zeeff said she is
excited about working at a
school where science is strongly
emphasized
"Not a lot of people have this
experience.“ she said
The one area that Zeeff said
the zoo school cannot help
her much with is networking
Working alongside just two
teachers will make meeting
other people in the Grand Rapids
school system more difficult, she
said. However. Zeeff said she
is not too worried because she
made a lot of connections with
people in her field through other
programs at GVSU.
Currently she isco-writing her

GVl / MtcMk HatMHon

For the birds: Zeett wd be working with sixth graders at the John Ball Zoo School
m the lal when she does her student teaching

second science education article
with one of her professors. She
has also been an active member
of GVSU’s Student Chapter of
the National Science Teachers
Association and served as
president during the winter 2007
semester
"I made of lot of connections
with people through scheduling

speakers for NSTA events.” she
said
After working with second
graders this past winter. Zeeff
said she looks forward to working
with an older age group.
“I'm really excited to do
more content and to have more
intelligent conversations with
the students." she said.

GVSU promotes healthy habits by supporting area farmers
By Danielle Arndt

GVL Stqff Writer
Grand Valley State University
is collaborating with local farmers
to bring community members
more than just fresh produce this
summer.
Every Wednesday, beginning
June 13. from 10 a.m. to 2 pm.
parking lot F will be transformed
into a farmer 's market for students,
staff, and faculty members
The market will feature various
products from local farmers such
as seasonal fruits, vegetables,
fresh flowers, homemade baked
goods, beef jerky, cheese and
salsa.
“(It's) more than just a market."
said coordinator Sue Sloop.
The GVSU Farmer's Market is
part of a campus-wide health and
wellness initiative that correlates
with GVSU's commitment to
sustainability, she added
“Everyone loves a market."
said former student Andna
McCabe, who will he managing
this summer's market along with
student Natalie Truha
"The special thing about our
market, and the thing that I think
will keep people coming back,
is that it's not only great food,
but great information, as well,”
McCabe said
Sloop
said
Work
Life
Connections held a farmer’s
market once, last August, as a
trial.

Great-grandson of Theodore
Roosevelt visits GV

The Hauenstein Center for
Presidential Studies has partnered
with the Michigan Department
of History. Aits and Libraries to
bring Tweed Roosevelt to Grand
Rapids.
He will speak about his great
grandfather in a presentation titled
'Theodore Roosevelt and the
River of Doubt” The event will be
held at Loosemore Audkorium on
GVSU's ftw Campus fhxn 7 to 8
pm an May 31.
For more information, contact
Kathy Rent by e-mailmg her at
nentk4fgvsu.edu.
Sot-week beginning German
datsses start in June

A beginning German language
workshop will start on June 7 horn
9to 11 am
The six-session workshop
emphasizes conversation and
pronunciatMsi, and meets weekly
on Thursdays for two hours
The cost is $193, which
includes the text and compact disc.
GVSU faculty, staff and students
receive a 10 paver* discount.
Classes will be held at the DeU*
Centre an GVSU’s Few campus.
Contact Diane Phelps for more
information at phdpad<8>gvsu.edu

“We had such a great response
that we thought. Oh my goodness,
maybe this could really take off.'”
Sloop said
Planning for this year's market
began in February, and Sloop
described it as an all-hands-ondeck effort
Each week, the market will
have a different theme, including
several days specifically for
children and a day for women
Campus Dining, Campus
Recreation, the GVSU Women’s
Center and the department
of movement science arc all
expected to participate
Campus
Recreation
and
the department of movement
science will prom<*c health and
wellness They will share ideas
on how to squeeze exercise into
busy schedules and how to make
it appealing for children They
also hope to address childhood
obesity.
The Women's Center will
provide health tips specific to the
female body, and Campus Dining
will have chefs from Fresh Food
Company available with recipes
and samples cf different dishes,
utilizing the produce being sold
by the farmers A new farmer will
be featured each week
A flyer with more information
and a calendar detailing which
farmer will be featured when
should be distributed by the end
of May, McCabe said
While students may attend the

market and purchase a variety of
foods, they may n<* always know
what to do with them or how to
prepare a healthy meal, she said.
The booth for Campus Dining
will hopefully give students
pointers on food preparation.
McCabe added
“The market's really about
building conscious awareness."
Truba said "What I would love

to sec is students out there asking
questions and engaging the
farmers,"
Farmers are excited for the
opportunity, as well
Charlie Ham. of Ham Family
Farms in Allendale, said he’s
looking forward to meeting
new potential customers and
to forming relationships with
members of the community his

family's been serving for over
100 years
Aside from Ham Family Farms,
other vendors include Goen's
Produce. Dicmcr Winter Gardens.
Steve-n-Sons Grassfields Cheese
and Dairy. Marne Jerky Co., B &
B Produce. The Flower Garden.
Rasch Cherries, The Great Bread
Co . J & M Produce and Blueberry
Heritage Farms.
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NUMBER
CRUNCHER

Junior Tracey Puckering of the
Grand Vaftey State University
women s golf team shot a fourround 306 at the Oil National
Championships held in Pace. Fla
May £-12. The total was good
enough to earn her 14th place,
13 strokes behind the winner
Puckering was the only Laker to
compete in the tournament.

The Grand Valley State University
softball team totaled 14 home
runs m the six-game Great
Lakes Regional Tournament.
The team had combined for 29
homers in its previous 48 games
Juniors Elizabeth Smith (4),
Knstin Moieski (4), Lisa Preuss
(3). Sarah Holland (2) and Katie
Krmg (1) all sent balls over the
fence.

The women's track team
claimed its eighth straight
GUAC championship on May S.
Combined with eight straight
indoor titles, the Lakers have
claimed the last 16 conference
titles — two each year since the
turn of the century
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Lakers come in fourth
at Super Regionals
The five players who traveled to
the Great Lakes Super Regionals
will end the season there
By Rob Rosenbach

GVL Staff Writer
The Grand Valley Stale University men s golf team
entered its sixth consecutive postseason with high
hopes, but ended up falling short of its goal.
Five players made the trip to Joplin. Mo. May 7-9
to play in the NCAA Division II Great Lakes Super
Regional at Twin Hills Golf and Country Club. The
team completed the tournament in fourth place out of
eight teams.
The Lakers finished behind Great Lakes
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference rivals Ferris State
University and Saginaw Valley State University, which
finished first and third, respectively. The University of
Indianapolis finished second.
The team was placed by junior Josh Orler who shot
a three-day total of 217, which was good for a fifthplace finish individually Only the first place team and

Uic individual not from that team will advance in the
tournament
The Lakers' season ended in Joplin
“The tournament didn't turn out exactly how we
wanted it to," Orler said. “However, we came prepared
to play and we gave it our best shot A top-five finish in
the Super Regional is nothing to be ashamed of."
Rainy days and high winds were in the forecast for
the event and delays slowed the golfers down all week.
The team found themselves inside their hotel rooms
more than they expected.
“The rain didn't seem to affect us." Orler said. "We
were prepared for it going into the tournament. We just
hung out at the hotel with the team, which isn't bad
because we are all friends."
The Lakers shot a three day total of 891, led by
Orler, freshman Matt Malloure who tied for ninth at
220 and senior Kyle Murphy who tied for 33rd with
a total of 228. Sophomore Matt Johnson tied for 38th
at 230 and senior Steve Larson ended his career as a
leaker with a score of 233.
The golfers said they feel getting to the Great Lakes
Super Regional is good for the athletic department in
See Men's Golf, B4
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Concentration: lame Ciark putts during a tournament last year
The lakers placed m fourth at the Great lakes Super Regional held
n Joplin Mo May 7-9

Burgess chosen to join GV coaches

©

Four former Laker football
players signed as undrafted
free agents with NFL teams.
Wide receiver Eric Fowler and
defensive lineman Derrick Jones
signed with the Pittsburgh
Steeiers, quarterback Cullen
Fmnerty signed with the
Baltimore Ravens and defensive
end Mike McFadden joined the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers as a
fullback

Clemens
carries hefty
price tag
By Brandon Watson

GVL Managing l-ditor
Courtesy PSoto / GVSU Sports Information

Hey. have you heard the big news
sunounding Major League Baseball?
Roger Clemens is coming back to
pitch for the New York Yankees!
OK. sarcastic joy aside, all this
hype Clemens has created is bogus.
Everyone in baseball knew this was
going to happen, and
Clemens used the Red
Sox and Astros to
drive up the price, and
the Yankees were not
going to be outbid
Truth is. the Yanks
set aside $25.5 million
during spring training
to make a run at
Clemens when and if
he decided to make a
comeback.
This move was inevitable for
Clemens and the Yankees Clemens,
who is the best right-handed pitcher
in the history of the game, signed
a prorated contract for $28 million
dollars with the Bronx Bombers.
The number would make him the
highest paid player in Major League
Baseball, but prorated contracts arc
worked out differently If Clemens
had decided to grace the Yankees with
his presence for the entire season, he
would cam the entire salary However,
because he deemed it necessary to only
pitch pan of the season, he will be paid
the ponion he would have made.
Which works out to be $18.5
million, not a bad pay day.
What art the Yankees thinking;?
Clemens is nothing more than a sixinning pitcher anymore, and their
bullpen is not anything to brag about
Yet. even with the infinite spending
by Mr Siembrenner on his team,
more questions come to the front with
Clemens' return
How good will Rocket be? And
maybe more importantly, will the
Yankees let Clemens stay at home and
ikh travel7
Over the past two seasons in
Houston, the Astros organization
decided it was best to let Clemens
See Watson, B4

Joining the ranks lane! Burgess being interviewed by the media after a press conference held at GVSU The university announced her as the new women's basketball coach on May 4

Burgess credits her upbringing
on an Iowa farm for her abilities
as a coach
By Marc Koorstra

GVl. Sports Fdttor
Athletic Director Tim Selgo introduced Janel
Burgess as Grand Valley State University’s new
women's basketball coach on May 4.
Burgess. 31. takes over for former coach Dawn
Plitzuweit who took the position of associate head
coach at the University of Michigan
“Her experience as a player and coach is
outstanding." Selgo said. "Plus, the coaches that
she has worked under are all excellent coaches We
were also very impressed with her personality and
enthusiasm."
Burgess makes a return trip to the state after serving

as an assistant coach at Missouri State University.
Prior to that, she spent four years at Michigan State
University as an assistant to former Spartan and current
Duke University head coach Joanne McCallie.
That familiarity played a key role in bringing
Burgess to GVSU.
“I have so many ties to high school coaches that
went to camp when I was at Michigan State." she said.
“I'm a people-person so it will be fun to get on the
phone and reconnect with those team-camp buddies.”
Burgess played collegiate basketball at Iowa State
University where she was a four-year starter. She
earned All-Big 12 honors twice and finished her career
at third on the school s all-time scoring list (1.449).
She hopes to bring that offensive knowledge to the
Laker program
“We are going to open it up and these kids are going
to have fun shooting the ball." Burgess said. “We are
going to practice a lot of shots so we know that at every
time in the game they are going to go down."

Burgess, a self-proclaimed farm girl, was bom
in Millersburg. Iowa. She credits her small town
upbringing for giving her the abilities to be a basketball
coach.
“I was one of the atypical kids that got up almost
every morning and go work out on the farm with dad."
she said “That built integrity and hard work and I
think that is what it takes to be in this profession."
Those philosophies also carry over to academics.
On top of all her on-court achievements. Burgess was
named Academic All-Big 12 all four years of college
“We will work for championships on and off
the court, each and every year," she said. "We must
maintain our GPA's and do a good job of representing
this university academically That's the biggest thing
we have to do."
Senior Crystal Zick. the team's leading scorer this
past season, is excited by the hiring
“I'm glad that I have another year left so I get the
Se« Burgess, B4

Men s and women’s track take top spots in GLIAC
By Leslie Perales
GVl. Fditor in Chief

The Grand Valley State University men 's
and women's track teams both claimed the
top spot at the Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Gmferenoc championships
The two day event was held May 3-4 at
North wood University in Midland. Mich
The GVSU women received their eighth
straight GLIAC ouldixir championship,
tallying up 249 points The men's team
won their fifth consecutive title with 271 50
points
The lady leakers took the lead early on
day one. with 87 points overall Ashland
University was in second place with 44.5
pouits and Ferris Stale University claimed
thud with 26 total first-day points
Sophomore Emily Fox wim the GLIAC
title ftu the hammer throw with a hurl of
171-01.
Senior Sarah Jaquith also won a title tn
the 10.000-meter run (37:54 89)
After Thursday's preliminaries. 14 of
GVSU wtunen's runners advanced to the
finals

Freshman Leah Boms took the first
place finish in the 5.000-meter with a time
of 17:50.05
Senior Mandi Zemba finished first m
the 1.500-meter, crossing the finish line in
4:23.46. Zemba s tune broke the GUAC
ChampKViship record by nearly six seconds
Zemba went on to win the 3JXX>-meter
event as well, setting a new record with a
time of 9:24.13.
GUAC Track Athlete of the Meet,
deckled an by the league coaches, went to
Zemba as well
Freshman Macgan Doyen won the high
jump in the field events, breaking a 14-year
old school record with a 5-08
Head coach Jerry Bakes was named the
2007 Women's Outline Coach of the Year
fie the sixth tunc
The men's team recked up 81 total points
in the Thursday preliminaries Ashland
followed with 47 points
The 3jOOO-meter steeplechase was won
by sophomore Oris Hammer, who finished
m 9:13.63
Senior Ryan Hotan won the 10,000meter race, finishing m 31:1801. Junior

*

James Gale followed closely behind with a
finish of 31:18.02.
Freshman Nale Miller won the high
jump with a 6-08
The Laker men also saw 14 runners
advance to the finals
Junior Ganon Lucius won the 110-high
hurdles with a 14.36.
Sophomore Bill MakeLa won the 400meter hurdles with a 53.30. Sophomore
Peter Amor came in a close second (53.31).
Junior Nale Peck churned the GUAC
title in the 1.500-meter with a time of
3:50.87, breakmg bis own school record, he
also won the 5.000-meter race (14:42.50)
Senior John Coihns took first place in
his event, the 800-meter (1:53.65).
Senior Joe LeFevre. Amor, and freshmen
Troy Rock and Justin Wiles claimed first
m the 4x400 relay with a tune of 3:1488
Sophomore Jake Hendrickson, senior
Jaquon Morrison, Rock and Lucius won
second in the 4x100 relay, breaking the
2001 school record with a 41.30.
The GUAC title in the pole vault went
to sophomore Bryant Wilson (1607.25),
while Miller took first m the high jump (6

mm 1

06).
Both teams will now adv ance to the
NCAA DU National Championships, to be
held May 24-26 in Charlotte. N.C.
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Staying together Kunners John CoNvn.
Patrick Sag* and Derek Marr compel* at a
track meet m Grand Raptdv tarter thn spring
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Softball falls in
regional final
By Marc Koorstra

CM Spans Editor

The Grand Valley Sukr
L mversify softball team's season
came to an end Sunday after a
10-1 loMal the hands of Southern
Ubnots Umventfy-EdwanfavtUe
in the c hampu <mhtp at the Great
Lakes Repcmai Tournament
The Lakm lost to Wayne Stale
University m the ftnt game of the
double-elimination tournament,
but rebounded with four straight
victories m the losers' bracket.
SIUE entered the tournament as
the top teed in the region and
ranked fifth m the nation
"The team showed tome
strung fortitude to be able to make
it through to the championship
game, said GVSU Head Coach
Doug Woods It definitely takes
a loll on the players physically
and probably mentally ”
TTie Cougars of SIUE got off to
a quick start in the championship
game with six runs m the hist
inning
Junior Stephanie Cole started
on the mound for the Lakers,
but was pulled m the fust inning
after giving up five runs She
was replaced by sophomore Lon
Andjelich who gave up one more
run before securing the two outs
needed to end the inning
SIUE added one run in the
second inning and three more in
the fifth inning
"We were at a little bit of a
disadvantage because we had
played more games and a couple
of them went to extra innings."
Woods said. 'They did not have
to play at many games Not to
take away from them though,
because they are an excellent
team."
Junior Elizabeth Smith gut
GVSU on the board with a solo
home run m the fourth inning
That home run marked the
team's 14th in the tournament
Smith and junior Knstin Moieski

each totaled four long balls
Juniors Lisa Preuvs. Sarah
Holland and Katie Knng also
humeral
The Laker'soOiensivc outburst
helped them overcome their
initial loss with a 14-1 victory
Friday over Shepherd University
hi five innings
They followed that game
by beating the University of
Mmoun-Rolla 5-4 in a I ' inning
marathon on Saturday Preuss hit
a solo home run to give GVSU
the go-ahead run
The Lakers got a bit of
revenge by eliminating WSU 146 later that same day
The team then faced rival
Ferns State University on Sunday
for a tnp to the championship
The Bulldogs jumped out to a
4-0 lead after three innings, but
would not score the rest of the
way. GVSU. down 4-2 and one
out from the end of their season,
scored four runs in the seventh
inning for the come-frum-behind
victory
The Lakers followed a
similar path in the conference
tournament
After
falling
into the laser's bracket, they
eliminated WSU before falling
in the championship to Gannon
University
"Knocking out Wayne State
twice was very gratifying for us
because they are a very good
team,'' Woods said. 'They won
the regular season conference
title "
Expectations will once again
be high for the leant next season
Senior Crista Buresh is the only
starter that will not be returning.
"We hope that with the
nucleus that we having coming
back we can put a very good team
on the field," Woods said They
will continue to work hard in the
offseason I am very pleased with
the season because this group of
girts was the most enjoyable that
I have had as a coach."

GVl Antov* i Aaittyn Irwin

Call it Waiting lex the umpire to make a call about a play at third base earlier this spring m a game against Wayne State University GVSU won the* home game 10-9

Baseball clinches fifth
straight conference title
GVSU had 11 players named to the All-GLIAC team after the conference win
By Kyle Paffhausen

(M Staff Writer
The Grand Valley State
University baseball team was
switching
into postseason
mode as most students' school
years were coming to an end.
The Lakers, ranked seventh
in the nation, rolled through
the Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference again
this season to take home their
fifth
consecutive
GLIAC
championship.
“I am pretty proud of that,”
said head coach Steve Lyon.
"That is our number one goal
every year."
The first tournament game
for GVSU came against cross
state rival Saginaw Valley
State University. SVSU was
poised for the upset of the 39-7
Lakers, leading 2-0 going into
the ninth inning
With one out in the bottom
of the ninth, sophomore Casey
Robrahn hit a double to center
field and was driven home
on junior Derek Hmkc's KBI
single
After
freshman
Cory

Maguire struck out. junior Matt late in the season. With only
Nickels delivered the tying run four games left in the regular
season, all against each other.
in the form of an RBI triple.
\Nliland and GVSU were first
"Robrahn got us going."
Lyon said. "But the big hit was and second in the GLIAC.
respectively.
Nickel’s triple."
GVSU needed to win three
Senior Lee VanStreain hit
the game winning sacrifice fly of the four games to secure the
in the bottom half of the 10th. regular season championship
driving home senior Spud over the Eagles.
The
first
of
two
McKenzie for a 3-2 victory
doubleheaders
Junior Nick
went the way
Beach
went
of
Ashland,
nine
innings
however, with
and gave up
“Robrahn got
Laker losses of
both of the
6-3 and 7-1.
runs
while
us going, but
The Lakers
striking
out
the big hit was responded the
five batters.
day with
“Nick Beach
Nickel’s triple.” anext sweep
of
pitched
very
their own. with
well,”
Lyon
final scores of
said. “He kept
STEVE LYON
8-2 and 10-7.
us in it and gave
HEAD COACH
us a chance."
GVSU lost the
G V S UL
J regular season
entered
the championship GLIAC
championship
by
against 38-17 Ashland, after mere percentage points in
beating Mcrcyhurst 6-3.
conference play.
The season series against
“The GLIAC is becoming
Ashland was tied at two a very competitive baseball
games apiece entering the league," Lyon said.
championship.
with
both
In the championship game,
teams sweeping doublchcaders senior right-hander Vince Rizzi

pitched the full nine innings
of work against Ashland,
claiming a 5-1 victory. Rizzi
holds a 9-2 record and a 2.74
ERA
Next up for the baseball team
is the NCAA North Central
Regional Tournament, which
Lyon said the team will begin
to prepare for immediately.
The six-team tournament is
scheduled for May 17-20.
The Lakers earned the top
seed in the tournament and will
face Drury University today.
"Our confidence is high.”
Lyon said. "But it is a challenge.
There should be two or three
teams from the Great Lakes
Valley Conference, which is a
good baseball conference."
The Lakers will lose seven
seniors to graduation following
the tournament, a number Lyon
said is about average.
“The pitching staff is
coming back." he added. "I
think we can build around
that."
Following their win in the
GLIAC tournament. II GVSU
players were named to the AllGLIAC team, including seven
on the first team.
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Out of the park: jnnx orfwtdn. Ekraberh Smith, connects with the bat) to
hrt a homerun The GVSU Lakers ended the season at the Great lakes Regional
Tournament on Sunday
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Summer Film Project to begin filming
roumv, «•«© MhimI Mmt
Bonding unduy lohan and lane
Fonda m Georgia Buie ‘

'Georgia Rule'
tackles the
bigger issues
By Brandy Arnold
GVLAAEEditor

☆ ☆ out of ☆☆☆☆
At first glance “Georgia
Rule” may appear to be just
another pointless film with
a teen star, created for no
other reason than to make
big bucks. But viewers will
be surprised to sec the film is
not all mindless fluff.
Three generations of
women (Jane Fonda. Felicity
Huffman, and Lindsay
Lohan). who are more similar
than they would like to
admit, are at complete odds
— each blaming the others
for all the wrongs in her life.
Over the course of a summer,
the love between mother and
daughter prevails as untold
words are spoken and secrets
come to light
The plot of the film
revolves around Rachel
(Lohan), a 17-year-old girl
who is banished to Idaho to
live with her grandmother
(Fonda) for the summer
Rachel s mother (Huffman),
who can no longer deal with
her deceit, drug use and
destructive ways, hopes that
life in a small town, under
the iron fist of grandma, will
help calm her daughter
Tribute must be paid
to Fonda, who essentially
keeps the movie together.
Proving she still has it after
decades in show business.

S«e Georgia Rules, B4

‘To Live and Die in Dixie’
will be made into a fulllength feature film, a first
for the summer project
By Brandy Arnold
CVLA&E Editor

Grand Valley Stale University film
students will get a taste of H< 'lywood
this summer as they work to complete a
feature-length film
More than 60 students will work under
the direction of four professionals to
contribute this year’s installment of the
Summer Film Project The film “To Live
in Die in Dixie” will be directed by faculty
member (John) Harper Philbin Director
of photography Jack Anderson will come
from Hollywood, co-producer and GVSU
alumnus John Otterhacher will come from
Chicago and Grand Rapid's own Sabra
Temple will serve as production designer
The program, which began in 1995.
was created to give GVSU juniors and
seniors an opportunity to be a part of an
all-student film crew, collaborating on
every aspect of the process. In the past the
students produced 30-minute films This
is the first year the students will create a

feature-length film. In comparison, last
year's film only had rune speaking roles,
while To Live and Die in Dixie” has 65.
Working on the project for his second
year, second assistant director Scott
Sheppard said although the process
is challenging, he is very excited to
have a chance to take part in it. Despite
graduating in April. Sheppard said he is
trying to get as much experience as he can
before starling his career
“To be able to say that right out of
college I worked on a feature-length
film, did pre-production, and was on
the set for seven weeks — that's pretty
good bragging rights and a great resume
builder," he said.
This year is different for Sheppard
because he has a lot more responsibility,
he said.
“We’ve traveled to Detroit and Chicago
holding auditions for actors and at the
same time 1 was trying to finish up the
semester here at Grand Valley." Sheppard
said.
Mike Harthen. also a second
assistant director, agreed Having more
responsibility is stressful, he said, but
completely worth it. This is Harthen s first
year working on the project and he said he
feels very lucky to have such a big part in
making this film.

Courttty Ptwto l Scott Vomtorbcrg

Behind the scenes: Actors and crew members work on the set o< the 2006 Sommer Mm Protect

“We re going to have some great
moments with this project,” he said.
“It has the potential to go way beyond
Michigan.”
Based on a true story, “To Live and Die
in Dixie” revolves around a murder that
took place on a southern college campus
in 1986. The screenplay was written by
John Dufresne. a novelist and creative

writing professor at Florida International
University and Donald Pappy, a lawyer in
Miami
Sheppard said it is likely that Dufresne
will make a cameo as a professor in the
film.
Philbin and Dufresne have been closely
See Movie Project, B4

Molly Ringwald stars in ‘Sweet Charity’
Ringwald plays
Charity in the
musical opening
at the Broadway
Theatre Guild
By Brandy Arnold
GVLAAE Editor

Courttty ftw»o I Cnt§ itkmmi

Unlucky: Ringwald will star in Sweet
Charity The musical-comedy is
coming to the DeVos Performance
Hall Performances will be May 22-27
There will be 8 performances

Those who still break out
20-year-old copies of “Pretty in
Pink” and “Sixteen Candles” to
get their Molly Ringwald fix can
give those worn videos a rest.
The 1980s icon will be
performing live in the musical
“Sweet Charity." set to hit the
stage of the DeVos Performance

Hall from May 22 through May
27.
The touring musical. presented
locally by
the
Broadway
Theatre Guild, will run for eight
performances. Ringwald plays
the lead role of Charity Hope
Valentine, a hopeful dancehall hostess with big dreams,
men problems and many other
misfortunes. Scott Faris is the
director the touring version
of “Sweet Charity." and Tony
award-winner Wayne Cilento is
choreographing.
Before going on tour in
2006, the comedy-musical was
a Broadway revival hit starring
Christina Applegate The onginal
1966 Broadway production of

“Sweet Chanty” starred Gwen
Verdun A film version, with
Shirley MacLainc in the lead
role, was made in 1969.
Jack Lane, vice president of
sales and productions, said one
of the reasons Broadway Theatre
Guild chose to present “Sweet
Charity” was because it was a
revival.
“It has been around for quite
awhile and we had never done it
before." he said. “So we thought
it would be an interesting story
to present to West Michigan.”
Another aspect taken into
consideration was whether the
people in this area will enjoy the
performances. Lane said When
looking for shows to present, the

Guild also factors in whether or
not the show has a well-known
star in it, he added
“The
Broadway
show
received good reviews in New
York, so hopefully it will do well
here.” he said.
The tour has visited many
cities since its beginning in 2006
and has met mixed reviews.
Terry Morgan, a writer for
the entertainment magazine
“Variety.” said on the magazine's
Web site, “‘Sweet Charity' is
surprisingly entertaining
Dancing may not be Molly
Ringwald's forte, but she’s a
solid singer and she is charming
and ultimately lovable as the
See Ringwald, B4

Meadows Crossing...
the New Student Townhome Community Located
at the 48th Avenue Entrance to GVSU

left for 2007
Take advantage of our special offer—

• FREE high speed internet
• FREE cable TV, including 23 premium movie channels
• FREE parking
Call today 892-2700 for all the details!
Visit us at our new clubhouse or on line at
www.meadowscrossing.net!

Army ROTC is available to you in Grand Rapids.
For information on how to enroll, contact

Don’t wait... reserve your townhome today!
Hours
MeadowsCrossing «££
. Monday

Smart living

ATTENTION
GVSU STUDENTS!

Friday

l2:00 pm - $.00 pm. Saturday

Lieutenant Colonel Johnson at 269-387-8122.

ENROLL
IN ARMY RpTC Gjfl
become an army OFFittr U5J
lusuwnl

107* 48th A*nt» • Mend*. Mkhifan 49401 • 616 IfJ 2?oo-phone • 616 892
k
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contmed from page 81

continued from page 81

stay at home and nut travel
I hope the Yankees rule on the
alternative. This guy is the
greatest power pitcher of all
time, and he can only help the
youthful pitching the Yankees
have struggled with all season
Besides, for the amount of
money be will be making, there
is no excuse to stay home
He is part of the team, and he
should not be given special
treatment because of who he is.
So how good will the
Rocket be? My guess is way
above average, and only
because he is pitching in New
York.
Last year. Clemens finished
7-6. 2.30 ERA on a Houston
team that couldn’t score runs
With the lineup manager Joe
Torre throws oat there every
single day, Clemens should
have no problem winning 10
games, as he is scheduled to
make roughly 13-17 starts
And we know he is going
to strike people out. with
the intimidation unmatched
by anyone toeing the rubber
in baseball In his career,
Clemens has struck out almost
one batter every inning, and he
has pitched more than 4.800
innings
Let us lay this out then.
Clemens will make 34.3
million per month, or almost
$730,000 per start.
For General Manager
Brian Cashman's sake, I hope
something works out. The guy
is an absolute genius and he
takes too much flak for the
Yankees struggles, even though
every single year he is putting
the best team on the field.
In the end. Clemens wins
out yet again, working when he
wants and making more money
than he should. The Yanks
will make a push and win the
division for the 11th straight
year, which is just ridiculous.
I can hear the Yankee
faithful now: “Please God no!
Roger can’t be hurt!”
Just imagine how pissed
Steinbrenner would be.

chance to play for her.”
she said “It’s going to be
a change, but we’re ready
to embrace that and move
forward. She seems awesome
and it’s nice that she knows

Georgia Rules
continued from poge 83

she shines as Georgia, the
feisty grandmother
Now while it may seem
that Lohan did not have to
dig too deeply to prepare
for her unruly character, the
role is multi-faceted. Not
only playing the bad girl to
perfection, she also shows
she can play a character
with more problems than
just mean, popular girls.
Her raunchy dialogue and
behavior initially appears to
be in the film solely to appeal

Movie Project
continued from poge 83

collaborating on the script
over the past year as Philbin
works to create a vision for
the whole film.
“(Philbin) knows every
aspect of that script," Sheppard
said. “He practically has the
whole thing memorized. It’s
impressive and extremely
helpful.”
Sheppard
said
he
is
impressed that GVSU decided
to back the film.

Ringwald
continued from poge 83

luckless Charity.”
Ringwald will perform for
three weeks in Detroit before
the show comes to this area. So
far sales have been somewhat
slow for the Grand Rapids
show. Lane said. He is hopeful
they will pick up right before
May 22.
“We have the show during

Grand Valley lanthorn

that basketball isn’t the only
thing that is important "
Burgess repeatedly stressed
the importance of her family.
She is accompanied on her
journey from Missouri by two
more brand new Lakers — her
husband. Tim. and three-yearold son Eddie.

The Lakers finished the
season with a 14-4 record in
the Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference and a 218 mark overall The team lost
its final three games including
defeats in first rounds of
the conference and NCAA
tournaments.

to the humor of young adults.
But as the film continues, it
doesn’t take a psychiatrist
to realize it’s signaling
something much more
serious.
Although she has shown
it sparingly since starring in
I998'» “The Parent Trap,"
Lohan is a talented actress,
and she reminds the audience
of it in “Georgia Rule.” This
film could also serve as a
transition to more serious
adult roles for the young
actor.
Like Lohan's character,
the film as a whole, gradually

loses the shock value and
gains heart. Yet. by tackling
issues of morality, alcoholism
and sexual molestation,
the film avoids completely
becoming another sappy
“chick flick.” The dialogue is
snappy and moments that are
too tense or sentimental are
ended with a hostile quip. By
the end of the film, however,
it does not fail to deliver
a little sap. The audience
will definitely walk out of
“Georgia Rule" wanting to
call home to tell mommy how
much she is loved.

“This movie is edgy and
a lot of the films that have
been made during the summer
projects are usually softer
material.” he said. “This is
not a wishy-washy story.”
Shooting begins on the
project on June 16 and runs
until July 31. The students w ill
be filming in Grand Rapids
and surrounding areas. The
crew is still looking for extras
of all ages. Anyone who is
interested can contact them
at
dixicextrasOfgmail.com.
Include name, age. gender

and race in the e-mail.
The film is set to premier at
Celebration Cinema in Grand
Rapids in April 2008.
Sheppard said even though
people are skeptical of the
film because of the all-student
crew, it will hold its own
against big-budget films.
"Anyone
who
doesn't
already know it was made
by students will not be able
to tell and anyone who does
know will be very surprised
and impressed." he said.

Memorial weekend so it's
tough.” he said. “I'm sure that
has affected the sales Right
now we're just hoping for rainy,
dismal weather.”
Ticket prices range from $20
to $67. based on show time and
scaling section. Performances
will be at 7:30 p.m. on May 22.
23 and 24. On May 25 and 26
they will be at 8 p.m. Matinee
performances are at 2 p.m. on

May 24 and 26 and at 3 p.m. on
May 27.
To purchase tickets, contact
the Broadway Theatre Guild by
phone at (616) 235-6285 or by
visiting the office in downtown
Grand Rapids at 122 Lyon
St. NW. Tickets may also be
purchased at the walk-up box
offices at DeVos Performance
Hall and VanAndcl Arena or at
all Tickctmaster outlets.

CWEGK. OLfT/THE

ON TWE WEB!
www.lantharn.gom

Has your student prg. tried all these
ic/v'e-rnS i na options?
Do you want to reach a large audience
ana get your money's worth?

There is another option:
r——i

|

| The- Uanihom

Trust the Lanthom to advertise your
student organization.
For all on campus inquiries, contact: Rob Austin

Men's Golf

Asst. Advertising Manager

331-2068

continued from page 81

general.
“It is a great representation for
our school." sophomore Danny
Vaughan said. “We are getting
better each season, and we are
looking forward to competing at
a high level again next year.”
In the fall the golf team
completed the season by winning
the GL1AC and continued to
play well this spring with titles in
the University of Findlay Alltel
Invitational and the Tusculum
College Invitational. The Lakers
finished 12th in the Great Lakes
Region Invitational
The players expect another
successful season next year.
“Our goal for next year is to
obviously win the conference,"
Vaughan said. “We will continue
to work hard to compete for the
conference title."
Vaughan said with only
losing two seniors to graduation,
their goal is to make it back to
the Super Regional, and perhaps
even farther
“It has been awhile since
we made it to the national
tournament.” Vaughan said. “But
we will try and stay positive,
continue to work hard and try and
make it all the way past the Super
Regional and into Nationals ."
GVSU and the Meadows
Golf Course will host this year’s
NCAA Championships, which
will run May 22-23.

COMPLIMENTARY MOVIE PASS
invites you and a guest to a
— special advance screening.
From Judd Apatow. OirKtor of “THE 40-YEAR-OLD VIRGIN
Comes a comedy about a one night stand
That became something mors.
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The first 50 people to stop by the The Grand Valley Lanthorn office
on Thursday, May 17 will receiva a complimentary pass for you and a guest to
the special advance screening. The screening will be on
Thursday, May 31 at the AMC Star Grand Rapids at 7:00PM.
The Grand Valley Lanthom is located at 100 Commons in Allendale.
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CLASSIFIED RATES
DCAtUIKSi '*»n Thursday lor Monday. Noon Monday lor Thursday

ANNOUNCEMENTS

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

Campus West Apartments and
Town Homes now leasing for
2007/2008. Great location and
price for students. Apartments
begin at $290.00 per month per
person and Town Homes at
$325.00. Washers and dryers
are in each town house unit.
Stop by our leasing office or call
616.895.5904. Bus stops out
front.

Duplexes Allendale 3 bedrooms
each. One available May and
one August. $650/700 a month.
616-895-5133

House for Rent: Located In
Coopersville, 3 bedroom. 1
bath, 2 stall garage attached. 10
minutes
from
campus.
$1,200/month. Please call Tara
Westhouse 0292-1966.

WANTED

Don’t let the cost of books
weigh you down. Let Bnan's
Books save you money on your
new and used textbooks. Ask
an upperclassman. Brian's is
the better bookstore. Located
across from the water tower on
Allendale campus and on Fulton
Street near downtown Grand
Rapids campus.
Lights out when not in use help
to save energy in simple ways.
Thanks for your help Facility
Services.
FREE
CLASSIFIEDS
FOR
QVSU STUDENTS, FACULTY,
AND STAFF. TWO INSER
TIONS PER ORDER, 25
WORDS OR LESS, SUBJECT
TO QVL APPROVAL. MUST
ORDER THROUGH QVSU
E-MAIL VIA LANTHORN.COM
WEBSITE. CLICK ON
-CLASSIFIEDS" UNDER
"FEATURES" AND FOLLOW
DIRECTIONS. IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS CALL 331-2460.

OPPORTUNITIES

EMPLOYMENT
College Pro is now hiring paint
ers all across the state to work
outdoors with other students.
Earn $3k-$5k Advancement
opportunities. 1 -888-277-9787
or www.collgepro.com
Sitter needed in my home on
Tues. and Thurs. in May and
June.
Call
Cara
at
989-330-3078.
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay Call 1-800-965-6520
ext. 226.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn is
looking for illustrators for spe
cial projects and political car
toons. $25 to $100 per project.
Bring samples of work to 100
Commons. Call for an appoint331-2464

FOR SALE
1985 Capri 22 sailboat (leisure
or race). 1995 Nissan 5hp mo
tor. $4400 OBO. Trailer; lots of
extra gear, only one owner

SERVICES
Looking to go tanning but want
to stay close to campus? For
ever Sun is closest to you with
two locations right in Allendale
We give discounts to GVSU stu
dents and run weekly specials.
Please call us with any further,
questions at 616-895-9045
Short-term medical Insurance

Graduating? Waiting period on
new job? Vital Signs agency.
616-430-2907

'05 Dodge Dakota SLT, Black. 4
x 4, V8, quad, cab, 30k miles,
great condition. $17,600 OBO
248-255-3033 Call Mitch.

HOUSING
Looking for a place to live next
fall? Campus View Apartments
and Townhomes offers you the
closest off-campus housing for
a great price. Now leasing for
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6678

Great

5/6

bedroom

Country Place Apartments and
Hillcrest Townhomes offer a
great location and even better
price for students. Now offering
free internet and cable for
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6060. It’s
only a bus ride away!
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Kinsman, for
short
Prepare for
battle
Computer
image
Jeans maker
Strauss
Grazing area
Exploding
star
Mideast gulf
Varnish
ingredient
Golfer Bob
Throng
Former filly
Sort
The
Compleat
Angler" writer
Brunch stack
Piccolo’s
cousin
“A likely
story!"
Astronaut
Grissom
Wading bird
Bowling alley
button
Meredith
who played
Rocky’s
trainer
Die
Slapstick
missile
Duel tool
Attack dog’s

1

2
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Hudsonville.
great
Washer/dryer.
$275/month.
301-7314.
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PEW CAMPUS: Studio $325.
One bedroom $425. Three bed
room $650. and Four bedroom
$700/month
plus
utilities
616-291-6037
STANDALE:
Three bedroom. 2.5 bathrooms
$875/month
plus
utilities.
www.forRentMI.com
or
616-291-7950.

10

37

57

Roommate wanted 5bd. 2ba
house, less than quarter mile
from the Kinney bus stop in
Standale. Very nice place to
live. Call 586-337-4960.

MAGIC MAZE • COUNTY —

33

56

For rent off campus housing

Share home,
neighborhood.
A/C.
Melissa

18

29

sound
Deserve
Lingerie item
Florentine
farewell
United
nations
Omelet
necessity
Tend text
Chomp
Bill’s partner
Super Bowl
highlights

DOWN
1 Mediocre
2 Take it from
the top
3 Finished

TRUOCRABL P RROM I
4 Every last
iota
5 Paper
quantity
6 Showy parrot
7 Smarts
8 Intimidate
9 Future aves
10 Aye canceler
12 Apathy
19 Right angle
21 U K. fliers
23 Small barrel
25 Toothpaste
dispenser
26 Elevator
name
27 Loch —
Monster
28 Near the

C 2007 Ktnf Frwurr* Synd Inc

Find answer on B4

f*

One large 4 bedroom house.
Less than five minutes from Al
lendale campus. For more in
formation please call 895-6873
or 690-3013.

Allendale 3 bedroom, two bath
duplex. One stall garage. $900
a month. 616-970-1111

15

50
53
55

for Info?

Modular home for sale. 4 bed
rooms. 2 baths, living and fam
ily room, all appliances in
cluded.
Close to Allendale
campus. Call Mark or Madeline
at 895-4248.

\

50

^

f.

Apartment Finders! We help you
find better studios, apartments,
and townhomes at lower prices,
starting $419/month, $125
Apartment Rebate Available.
300 Apartments & Retails on
line. 800-520-2463. www.gopromo.com

11

26

Jenison - Cottonwood Forest
Condominiums - 2 bd. 1 ba.
Starting at $540/month on 1 -yr.
lease, $690/month on 9-month
lease. Includes: Fitness 19 club
membership and utilities, ex
cept phone, cable and electric.
24-hr. emergency contact and
on site management. Check
out our ratings at apartmentratings com and call 457-3714.
Have 4 remaining openings for
June. July, and August move-in
dates

Roommate wanted close to
Pew campus and downtown vi
cinity; fall & winter semesters
$200/mo. ♦ utilities. Nice area
with new amenities. Please
contact (231) 519-1156.

King Crossword
ACROSS

home

close to downtown and Eastown. 2.5 baths. $1550 a
month. Trash and water In
cluded. Cal Coin O 293-9257.

House for rent. 4-bedroom, all
appliances included. $300/rm
♦utilities.
889-5715
mtammiObotmail com

vXxon' Ik* 1 <x,

treasure
29 On the briny
30 Clenched
hand
31 Replacement
35 Dine
38 Gratuity
40 Oil-drilling
equipment
42 Mediterra
nean
sailing ship
45 Therefore
47 Verdi opera
48 Incursion
49 A great deal
50 Recede
51 The Greatest"
52 "Poppycock r
54 Past.

LpC OMM1 SSIONER^J R
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Find ihe listed words in the diagram. They run in all directions forward, backward, up. down and diagonally.
Agent
Attorney
Clerk
Commissioner

Council
Court
Fair
Government

Library
Line
Officials
Roads

Seat.
Sheriff
Supervisor
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APARTMENTS

elude
Web site for 24/7 communications with management
High-Speed Internet and Digital CableTV available
Bus Stop for easy commute
and Free Tanning!
Free summer storage!

jP
2 Bedroom units
Spacious Living w/ over 1000 sq. ft
Air Conditioning
On-site Laundry Facility
Dishwasher
Private Patio
Parking at Front Door
Rent begins at $290/mo
9 and 12 month leases available
mma

Spacious 4 Bedrooms - over 1330 sq ft.
Central Air
Washer and Dryer in ALL units
Dishwasher
Private Patio
Parking at Front Door
Rent begins at $325/mo
9 and 12 month leases available

4832 W. Campus l)r.
Allendale, MI 49401

(616)

895-5904

www.cami nisvvest .net
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